Paris attack(11_13) is terror against Climate Actions in COP21. 2015/11/21,23
Condolence is to make victims not of no use,and amplified power for overcoming the terror !!!.
Most of elites might have not been aware the deadly climate fact.(no salvation by 2℃
Copenhagen treatment,neglecting emergent Arctic Methane Risk,mending both would need
global conversion from business as usual to climate wartime regime).Since climate science
advisers themselves were deceived by IPCC.Paris attack(11/13)may be terror against genuine
climate activists in COP21.They might have been manipulated someone who hate climate fact.
Ban on Climate March in Paris by French police might be political suppression ! ,
or security service for foreign participants?.By anyhow,we must not be silenced,but more
pursue climate fact toward global propaganda !!!. Effective Climate Mending is outrageous,
however coming climate hell by nothing mending is far more outrageous.There still be salvation
possibility.

[１]：Toward Establishing Optimization as Global Climate Wartime Regime。
⑴In the beginning of climate action is nothing,but the deadly climate fact<Ⅰ,Ⅱ>.!!

Paris climate talks: What's at stake?
http://www.campaigncc.org/international/COP21Paris
See graph of Carbon Countdown.It is rather difficult to understand.

Following is 777true.net simulation to turn the temperature down,which needs 80% CO2 cut.
This decisive scientifical fact never fail to conclude necessity of global conversion from carbon
energy to renewable .It’s a revolution !!.So conservative elites hate this than anything else !
A revolution is more terrible than defeating war.This is their absurd bottom line.
Now the climate is not science-technological problem,but entirely political one !!!.

The deadly climate fact <Ⅰ,Ⅰ>that IPCC has been hiding !!.

Die or Do_Mending the Deadly Climate_the Problem-Solution-Reaction
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

Q & A_Die or Do_Mending the Deadly Climate_the Problem-Solution-Reaction
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

Ⅰ:2

Copenhagen(2009)treatment is recipe for disaster(J.Hansen).

Accomplishing climate stability needs temperature down,which needs 80%CO2 cut.
777true.net simulation shows turning the temperature down,which needs 80% CO2 cut.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

Ⅱ:Arctic ice melt has been on positive feedback toward Global Methane Extinction.
It could not be stopped by nothing,but manmade urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
If the salvation had been technologically proved to be impossible,author would quit climate work.

⑵It is difficult to request now elite to implement effective climate mending ?!.
Following may be primitive,but seriously fundamental opinion which everyone must read !.
Political elites might be slave of Big Brother(operation EndGame planner),so your request to
them would be of no use.We by ourselves must do it for ourselves with global solidarity(another
UN !).However also some politicians might know it.Then we must support and grow them !.

*optimization＝best solution in comparable many possible ways.It is engineering concept.
The Climate Talks In Paris Will Fail: Why?
https://www.popularresistance.org/the-climate-talks-in-paris-will-fail-why/
The essence of the problem is that most people and organisations are asking elites to take
action on their behalf rather than taking action themselves. Not only is this a fearful and
powerless approach, it reinforces the widespread delusions that elites have the power in this
regard and that they are responsive to our pleas. Neither of these is true. We have the power
and elites only respond when we create the circumstances that compel them to do so. And not
otherwise. Hence, it is the action that we take, as individuals, communities and organisations,
that generate the outcomes we want.

COP21 Paris Climate March banned The Ecologist 18th November 2015
http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_round_up/2986339/cop21_paris_climate_march_banned.html

France forbids massive climate march in wake of Paris attacks 18 Nov 2015
http://grist.org/climate-energy/france-forbids-massive-climate-march-in-wake-of-paris-attacks/

350.org Response to French Government Prohibition of Climate March and
December 12th Mobilization
http://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2015/11/18/350org-response-french-government-prohibition-cl
imate-march-and-december-12th
Climate march is enough peaceful,but not violent.Then why French police ban it ?!!.
They might be not Frenchman whose great ancestor was once revolutionist(1789).

THE PRESIDENT’S CLIMATE ACTION PLAN<Obama government’s long report>
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/image/president27sclimateactionplan.pdf
We can not find the deadly climate recognition<Ⅰ,Ⅱ>in above US government manual.
By such stupid manual,the world could not be saved.The origin of deadly climate failure at today
was due to the biggest oil merchant Exxon-Mobil’s inteference to IPCC climate scientist.
IPCC leading scientists hided the deadly climate facts<Ⅰ,Ⅱ>.Thereby we can not stop to call
for the scientists conversion to declare urgently the deadly climate fact toward the world .
Mankind destiny would depend on nothing,but only their must deed !!.

ExxonMobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long
understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.
By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati
on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the
company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the
climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

[２]：But not Establish Hot Global Wartime Regime by anymore !!!。
At last,they had become recognized solidarity against a trouble portion(ISIS made in USA).
ISIS is well known as made in NAZIS USA. France‘s ally with Russia means they will be against
NAZIS USA＝military industry complex and CIA(Rockefeller the emperor & ultra rightist in US).
They have been hating climate action,because it would destruct their conservative regime .
A revolution is more terrible than defeating war.

BOOM! Exposed Crisis Actor from Sandy Hook and Boston Bombing found at Paris
False Terrorist Attack
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pESYdz8ruBY&feature=youtu.be
Both Boston bomb attack and Paris one at this time were terror made by NAZIS USA.

Putin picks off France as an ally Tuesday, November 17, 2015
http://m.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/nov/17/ltodd-wood-putin-picks-france-ally/

Britain must make Vladimir Putin an ally in the disaster that is Syria 2 November 2015
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/britain-must-make-vladimir-putin-an-ally-in-the-disaster-that-is-syr
ia-a6717956.html
I have no doubt that the Kremlin wants to make an ally, not an enemy, of the UK

La France, the Russian Federation, the United States - all united against the IE?
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/britain-must-make-vladimir-putin-an-ally-in-the-disaster-tha
t-is-syria-a6717956.html

[３]：Climate Salvation is Technologically Possible.
This chapter is to be revised in the later.Here are picked up data.
Energy Revolution Is Possible... And It Would Only Take 782 Rich People To Pay For It
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2015/11/20/energy-revolution-possible-and-it-would-only-t
ake-782-rich-people-pay-it

100% renewable energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/100%25_renewable_energy

100% RENEWABLE ENERGY VISION
http://thesolutionsproject.org/

In 2015, Uruguay will produce 90% of its electricity from renewable 01/09/2013
http://www.greenetvert.fr/2013/01/09/en-2015-luruguay-produira-90-de-son-electricite-grace-aurenouvelable/70728
Beginning in 2015, Uruguay could become a world leader in the field of renewable energy,
with production dominated 45% by hydropower, 30% wind and 15% biomass.

Is 70% Percent Renewable Power Possible?Portugal Just Did it For 3 Months.
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2013/04/14/1858811/is-70-renewable-power-possible-portugal-j
ust-did-it-for-3-months/

The truth behind Costa Rica’s renewable energy
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/mar/30/truth-behind-costa-rica-renewable-ene
rgy-reservoirs-climate-change

5 Countries Leading the Way Toward 100% Renewable Energy January 9, 2015
http://ecowatch.com/2015/01/09/countries-leading-way-renewable-energy/

Europe Moving Towards 100 percent Renewable Energy
http://www.thegreenmarketoracle.com/2015/04/europe-moving-towards-100-percent.html

Sweden en route to a 100% petroleum-free society
https://mrmondialisation.org/la-suede-en-route-vers-une-societe-100-sans-petrole/

Stanford Engineers’ Plan To Convert U.S. To 100% Clean Energy !
https://www.popularresistance.org/stanford-engineers-plan-to-convert-u-s-to-100-clean-energy/

*Instead oil,H2 gas should be used by engine fuel.This is highly possible before long.
http://www.hrein.jp/english/about%20organic%20hydride/index.htm
http://www.greencarcongress.com/2013/06/mch-20130603.html

This is new industrial revolution from oil to H2gas.→ corporate conversion
Author himself is optimistic for renewable energy,because once oil was banned,anyone would
endeavor to seek renewable energy.It is this outrageous motive force that could accomplish
carbon-less world.Those technology seems not so difficult.Many invention would emerge soon.

Geo engineering
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2007/05/cloud-seeding.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2007/10/pipes-in-oceans-to-pump-up-water.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2011/12/can-we-capture-methane-from-arctic.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2013/05/electrostatic-nanocone-ion-gun-vortex-separated-ide
al-drop-size-saltwater-cloud-cannons.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2013/03/supersonic-and-high-velocity-subsonic-saltwater-and
-freshwater-cloud-making-cannons.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2013/03/an-integrated-systems-plan-for-10-year-carbon-pum
pdown-to-280ppm.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2013/04/klaus-lackner-works-on-carbon-capture-technology.h
tml
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2014/01/six-commercially-viable-ways-to-remove-co2-from-th
e-atmosphere-and-or-reduce-co2-emissions.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2014/08/seven-ocean-fertilization-strategies.html
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2015/04/save-the-arctic.html

How to Cool Arctic.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html

Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming
http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/366/1882/3989.full#sec-7

Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane 17 March 2012
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-17400804
Depending on the size and location, Prof Salter said that in the order of 100 towers would be
needed to counteract Arctic warming.

“1 dimensional thick ice wall building intercepting Arctic sea warming(author).
minimum ice extent
in 2012
3.4million Km2.

The surrounding length might be about
＝2π(3.4x10^6Km^2/π)^(1/2)～7000Km..

70Km/troop＝7000Km/100troops.
It is sea water pumping & spreading for ice building
in sever cold winter operation.

Operation on Deserts Forestation by large scale.
This is realizable and many merits with various vegetation
http://www.kkl.org.il/eng/forestry-and-ecology/afforestation-in-israel/turning-the-desert-green/
https://www.hitachi-c-m.com/global/company/csr/contribution/horuchin/index.html
http://sabakuryokka.org/

[４]：The Great Dictator' speech by Charlie Chaplin (Subtitles - Best Version)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBpX0pkWKDY

Also author agree with “Never be despair in coming any worsened situation !! ”,
Author described in above as Climate Salvation is Technologically Possible !!.
However he could not assure you that Climate Salvation is Politically Possible !!.
It could not be only his task,but all of you the global solidarity making !!.

National anthem of France.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laWIjgWDesE

Appendix_1:An evidence by author-himself.
COP21 is to start 11/30.Now author himself has been annoying by home construction noise
which has been synchronous with authors challenging work on COP21 climate political struggle.
Authors home is US 7th fleet naval base city Yokosuka where has been secretly being ruled
NAZIS USA(military industry complex with CIA)since after the war.Their fundamental ideology is
ruling by violence the atheism.Simply to tell,it is violence by defeating in rational debating.
Japan Prime minister Abe and the former one Koizumi were CIA agents.The latter’s home land
is also Yokosuka and made policy decision for deleting last power backup system in
Fukushima NP.Now the former is preparing war with China in south Chaina Sea by sending
warship at there to make accidental collision.

Appendix_2:Mind

of NAZIS USA and Their Salvation?!.

⑴Ruler’s Schizophrenia<＝hate＝they see different one all enemy !>.
So far author has seen on their(German and German American the dominant race in US) history,
they are someone race damned,while Jew are essentially blessed,while they have been terribly
politically persecuted in Europe and USA due to their belief(mission)for mankind liberation.
＊Israel now is historical conspiracy to make them corrupt by USA(Europe) elites..
Germanic people nations are many in kingdom regime,while Latin nation are many in republic.
It is so to say a classed society .It is told Germanic people tend to opt strong leader with
totalitarian regime(Hitler and Rockefeller).
A remarkable tragedy of them(synergetic) seems their stronger worry for foreigners(persons in
another ideology).They tend to consciously or unconsciously love those who are homogeneous.
Nazi outstanding feature is German Supremacism which reject inhomogenous-ness.

.

The most factor is this that they could not trust those who are different from them.
As the consequence,they are to become too defensive(offensive)against those different.
German myth is story of perpetual struggles against those who are different.
NAZIS’s kernel is military regime,which is nothing,but offensive against those different.
The military industry complex with CIA(which was imported from defeated NAZIS Germany)
is also outstanding military regime,which is nothing,but offensive against those different.
Now the outstanding military regime had become war narcotism.They can not endure peace time
without war.The 9/11 was made from this war narcotism.The consequent mass victims are
Middle East Muslim nations people.

⑵Outstanding feature of now USA is worshiping on violence due to Schizophrenia.
It is outrageous tragedy for ownself and many other that American could not recognize their own
decisive defect of worshiping on violence due to Schizophrenia.If ruler in nation of many kind
of races was schizophrenia,then what would he do ?.His worry on conserving highest status is to
concentrate on endeavoring toward police-military ruling nation(violence device).
It is why Jew the missionary are democratic against classed society with aristocracy.
A hate tend to amplify hate !!.A strong possibility of coming world future is becoming global
chaotic by escalating wars toward camouflaging climate collapsing.Thereby we never allow
any excuse to make war by NAZIS USA(now it is called ISIS)..

⑶Suicide due to Own Hating ?!!.
Rockefeller with Exxon Mobil had done outstanding historical failure.It is nothing,but climate
extinction possibility.If they retro-speculated own history,they would feel something damned.

World war the 1st and following world war the 2nd were all due to German.And the climate war
might will have become last world war toward mankind extinction.How about their mind ??.

A higher pride people(=schizophrenia) tend to opt suicide.So called climate denyers are
almost ignorant short viewer by own interest,or some are substantially suicid wisher due to
the outstanding failure in massive oil consuming civilization made by ownself<entrepreneur>.
”This is suicide with accompanying innocent many others”.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-firmly
-locked.pdf

⑷German-American must become revolutionists !!
Whether it may be good or wrong, America now is the most influential nation to the world.
Thereby their duty is dominant.Their unhappiness may be their past extraordinal success in
economy which could established the most prosperous nation in mankind history.It is the
success that had caused them strong delusion of narcotic material civilization.Climate fact with
the mending operation is to demand downsizing their way of life. Maybe most of them feel
opposition.They must turn ideology that had accomplished the past success.It is nothing,but that
has been causing our fatal risk of climate collapse.
Al Qur’an 10:Yunus.47

And for every nation is a messenger. So when their messenger comes, it will be judged
between them in justice, and they will not be wronged
http://quran.com/10

The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which,
when it failed, became a moral one later on.............J.W.Goethe
⑸American must be aware what America had done outrageous crimes against world.
American wealthiest has been extremely singular in mankind history.Once they succeeded
hegemony winning in US,then they endeavored to establish empire the undefeated.It is
international anti-communism conspiracy.They conspired Russian revolution(making enemy
exterior to make internal ally)and NAZIS establishment with the world war.After world war the 2nd,
they invaded and exploited south America,Asia,and Middle East.In Europe,by operation Gradio,
they defeated leftism.Thank to those exploitation,America succeeded the outstanding prosperity.
General American seems no conscious on those perpetual crimes of America.Simply to tell,the
unhappiness of the world today could be told entirely due to such America’s madness.America
today is outrageous upside down nation of justice mask.Today is the last chance to turn USA.
Of course,many American-themselves had known well about such America.

Appendix_3:Climate Scientists Decisive Duty＝Declaring the Deadly Climate Facts !!
It never be always that a scientist do rational deed.Except their speciality,they may be mere
people.Climate problem the total recognition<engineering,psychology,economics,politics>
is far beyond their speciality.In authors guessing,now they has been in deadly trap.

⑴A deadly example of elementary particle physicists the jobless due to the completion.
What feature would scientist reveal when they encountered deadly situation=jobless ?.
Conclusionally to tell,it is ugly enough !!.A higher pride people who encounter own status decline
becomes Satan.This is teach of the holy scripture.That is entirely right !!.This fact may be not well
known,but except author and their relatives.Elementary particle physics is simple enough,
because so called Lagrange function was determined to be unique,all the information on the
dynamics is to be derived by the function in rutin calculation procedure.Lagrange function is
equivalent to Newton equation<force＝mass×acceleration>which is unique.This is valid in even
supreme science of elementary particle physic,because it is also a kind of dynamics.Then
Einstein’s principle of equivalence between gravity field and acceleration one was formulated in
a math expression(Localized Lorentz Invariance by R.Utiyam(1956)).In 1967,Faddeev & Popov
established so called Gauge Field Quantization.As the consequence,Einstein-Utiyam-Faddeev
-Popov theory was unified as the supreme Lagrangean.A strong validity is matter(universe)
evolution.The last 3 are strong,weak(nuclear force),and electromagnetic forces.
Origin of Quantum Gravity Field SO(11;1)→SO(10)→SU(5)→{SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)}.
Author could get above conclusion and got also Stan gun attack by someone in 1995.Since then
Nobel committee gave the prize to 7 Japanese physicists to hide theory completion fact.
It is very ugly aspect of science society, who(Europe & Japan)even now has been urging
extreme high cost experiment faculty building for useless elementary particle. They are deadly
betrayal against also tax payer people.
*Author’s work were trouble shooting and test running of the theory,and then turned his job.
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

Now back to the imminent climate science society problem.This had been already mentioned in
following web pages by certain degree.Here are surveying on psychological aspect.
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf

Following are the supplement toward pushing the society to declare the deadly fact.

⑵Climate scientist ensemble had become desperate for climate salvation!
⒜A viewable terrific sean at present era.
If you see big highway with mass cars running,Could you think you can stop those ??.
If you see big shopping center with mass goods and lighting, can you stop those ??.
From environmental stability view,those are deadly big failure of oil civilization !!!.
Now massive people are in business with such big failure of oil civilization !!!.
Also climate scientists are the same as you an ordinal people in this sense.So it is not
so abnormal that they think also they can not stop those !!!.

⒝An imaginable terrible sean in coming future<if nothing climate mending>.
Why people will not concern with climate crisis,one of those is this imagination deficit !!
Can you imagine global mass extinction of more than 6billion people with massive other
species on the earth ??.Maybe you had not imagined.Global mass extinction by Methane
Catastrophe is verified fact in past twice time Permian and PETM mass extinction.
http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/prehistoric-world/permian-extinction
It is told by oxygen deficit by fireball earth by global massive methane firing<this is the final
stage,there would.be cruel pre-stages for decades>.In authors guessing,even scientists did not
imagine such sean.It is not instant death,but decadal long hell world of climate disasters.Dare to
tell,authors point is no regret policy.If people in such extraordinal hell world,they never fail to
think that we had better to have done at that possible time.

⒞What will climate change do to our planet?
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf

"Most striking of all," says Lynas, "was seeing how people behaved once the veneer of
civilisation had been torn away. Most victims were poor and black, left to fend for themselves as
the police either joined in the looting or deserted the area. Four days into the crisis, survivors
were packed into the city's Superdome, living next to overflowing toilets and rotting bodies as
gangs of young men with guns seized the only food and water available.Perhaps the most
memorable scene was a single military helicopter landing for just a few minutes, its crew flinging
food parcels and water bottles out onto the ground before hurriedly taking off again as if from a
war zone. In scenes more like a Third World refugee camp than an American urban centre,
young men fought for the water as pregnant women and the elderly looked on with nothing. Don't
blame them for behaving like this, I thought. It's what happens when people are desperate."

⒞Massive Ensemble Synchronous Paralyzing.
Whether it be good or bad,people tend to accord his doing with massive people’s one.
Everyone emit CO2,so do I.Everyone neglect climate worsened fact,so do I.Everyone neglect
coming climate hell world,so do I.Everyone feel own desperate competency on climate.Above
all,climate scientists has been silent on climate worsened.So it may be too late.It is too hard for
lonesome me to claim that climate must be mended.None will take responsibility for climate
collapsing,so do I.
http://www.777true.net/The-Ensemble-Synchronized-Paralyzing.pdf

As for certain group of people,there is decisive something which they has entirely been
believing that can never be allowed to happen.However such terribly unfavorable something
could really happen in this world.Then once people encountered visualized the reality, they
would have become terribly blanked out to be paralyzed in their ensemble reaction.
Following is profiling by author.
⒟When climate scientists had known necessity of more than 80%CO2 cut to recover stable
temperature,,they had prospected no growing possibility of renewable energy technology.
⒠When climate scientists had known irreversibility(positive feedback)of Arctic ice melting,
they had prospected no possibility of intercepting ice vanishing toward Arctic methane
catastrophe. Geo engineering of Arctic cooling was not in their realizable idea.
⒡Due to above ⒟&⒠,major them had become silent as synchronized ensemble
paralyzing.Since then the pose had become fundamental mood in climate science society.
⒢Someone may have been against those wrong silent agreement,however Exxon-Mobil
had intercepted in IPCC.
⒣At now 100% renewable technology and Arctic Cooling technology become proposed.
However they could not correct their first wrong prospection !!!. Now they might
think that it has become outrageous fatal error of which correction would be damage their
status. People should imagine such their mind !!!. It is overwhelming problem of do or die
for all. Then we must encourage them their correction would turn them
revolution hero !!!.

